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(and Healthy)
Party HeartyC“There’s a lot of emotional eating at Christ-

mas, from happiness as well as stress,” says 

DECISIVE fitness guru Wendy Ida. “Then on 

January 1, we make a resolution to get healthy 

and lose the weight – year after year.”

Wendy counters, however, that there is a way 

to celebrate the season and not gain weight. 

The solution is simple, and familiar—diet 

and exercise.

The holiday menu, including proverbial 

favorites like mac-and-cheese or string bean 

casserole, doesn’t help. Wendy suggests taking 

these dishes, one at time, and remaking them 

in a healthier fashion. Rather than string bean 

casserole, just prepare steamed green beans 

with lemon. This way the family can acclimate 

to the new recipes.

“There will definitely be resistance, my fam-

ily was no exception, but they will get used to it 

and some may even prefer the lighter menu,” 

Wendy offers.

Putting a modern spin on traditional recipes 

may be more natural than we think. Many 

families 

have already 

converted the 

preparation 

of collard 

greens. 

Instead of 

using ham 

hocks to season them, smoked turkey is now 

more common, and healthier.

While many calorie-laden foods announce 

their bad intentions, some foods can be 

deceptive. Considered an essential beverage 

with some meals, especially dessert, coffee can 

actually encourage overeating, says Wendy, 

and alcohol is loaded with calories.  “Switch to 

green tea,” she advises. “It’s filled with antioxi-

dants that are essential to good health.”

There are better alternatives to all that we 

eat at the holidays, even dessert. Wendy says 

pumpkin and sweet potato pie can be prepared 

with less fat if you use low fat evaporated and 

sweetened condensed milk. They are also good 

sources of fiber and antioxidants, making them 

one of the healthier desserts of the season. 

Menu is part one of the key to staving off 

the pounds. Staying active, one of the most 

important aspects of a healthy lifestyle, is part 

two. While preparing the menu, Wendy suggests 

planning activities for after dinner too. “Instead 

of sitting in front of the TV, go for a walk in the 

neighborhood or 

play catch in the 

yard. Physical 

activity helps the 

digestive process 

and burns 

calories. dD
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WENDY’S TIPS 

ON AVOIDING HOLIDAY 

WEIGHT GAIN:

1. Reduce oils, butter and sugar & 

replace with healthy alternatives

2. Buy smaller plates & eat smaller 

portions

3. Start working out early and 

increase exercise intensity. 

4. Workout before & after dinner.

5. Introduce one to two healthy low 

fat dishes each year.

6. Reduce your coffee and alcohol 

intake and drink green tea 

instead.

 

Known as the “Fitness Warrior,” 

Wendy Ida is a 57 year old Fitness 

Pro and owner of Wendy Ida Fit-

ness in Los Angeles, CA. She is a 

Nationally Certified Master Trainer 

and Nutrition Specialist who spe-

cializes in helping women over age 

40 to achieve fitness results. You’ll 

find Wendy online at wendyidafit-

ness.com.

HRISTMAS MAY BE THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY BUT THAT DOESN’T MEAN WE HAVE 

TO LOOK LIKE SANTA TO GET INTO THE SPIRIT.

UNDOUBTEDLY, MUCH OF THE FUN OF THE SEASON INCLUDES CONSUMING 

THE DELECTABLE GOODIES OF THE SEASON, MANY TIMES MADE WITH SUCH CARE 

THAT THEY’RE RESERVED FOR THE HOLIDAYS ONLY. BUT THE DOWNSIDE IS THAT 

THE WEIGHT GAINED AT THIS TIME, APPROXIMATELY FIVE–SEVEN POUNDS, CAN 

NOT ONLY BECOME PERMANENT, IT WILL CERTAINLY ADD UP OVER TIME. 
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Have you been on a diet that dropped your weight quickly only 

to find that the weight keeps returning? Does it feel like you’re 

always in a recycle bin and can’t move forward?  It could be a 

case of yo-yo dieting.

Weight loss is definitely a major topic of concern these days. 

Many people (especially women) are overweight. The average 

American lives a very sedentary life style. There is also an over-

abundance of processed foods and fast foods that make it easy 

for most people to gain weight. A large amount of people suffer 

from low self esteem due to a poor body image. The desire to 

fit in and look thin can cause people to drastically and quickly 

lose weight and then gain it back. This is very unhealthy. So let 

me help you understand why we yo-yo diet, explain problems it 

causes and offer some solutions.

 Gaining weight is a process that happens over a gradual 

amount of time. As excess food is eaten, the body begins to 

store it as fat. Unhealthy food choices and lack of exercise cause 

weight gain. This process cannot be reversed overnight. The 

body needs time to gradually remove the excess fat. 

A Set up for failure
I have found that women especially want to make drastic 

changes to quickly remove fat. Some popular reasons are be-

cause they are getting married and want to look good in their 

wedding dress or they are going on vacation and want to feel and 

look good in a bikini. (I’m 59 years old and I have been there 

and done all that!) This can lead to starvation and excessive 

exercise. Some women will impose very strict dieting regimens 

on themselves to lose weight. They are then unable to maintain 

this unnatural sort of diet and eventually succumb to temptation 

and gain the weight back again. 

Yo-yo dieting is very unhealthy for the body and the emotions. 

This behavior sets up a repeated pattern of failure. This can 

cause depression and a sense of despair as well as an addiction 

that leads to an eating disorder such as anorexia or bulimia. 

Even though some initial weight may be lost, it’s neither the 

right kind of weight loss nor is it permanent. Don’t wind up with 

what I call the “fake out” which is the mere loss of fluids and 

precious muscle. As a result, the scale will show a 3 to 8 pound 

weight loss that will return with the blink of an eye as soon as 

you sniff a doughnut and replace those fluids. The body will 

always win the fight for survival and you will need to eat again. 

A reasonable approach to a permanent solution:
1. Build muscle with weight training

2. Support the muscle by eating protein

3. Add activity to your daily regimen that challenges the heart

4.  Add more green and red veggies to your meals to encourage 

sustained energy needs

5. Watch your food portions  

6.  Use the 21 day rule. Change one thing in your life that is 

healthier than before and repeat it for 21 days straight. At 

the end of that time you should have developed a new and 

permanent habit.  

In this way the body is able to maintain health and slowly use 

its stored fuel without feeling like it is being starved. 

We live in a world of quick, fast and I want it now. Our lives are 

so busy and our minds so preoccupied that we become inpatient 

with everything, even our most precious asset – our bodies.   

A healthy balanced diet is always the best way to make sure 

that your body stays balanced and your emotions remain calm. 

There will always be new fad diets that promise quick weight 

loss, but if we are more knowledgeable and patient we can dis-

cover our true potential. 

 To learn more go to: www.wendyida.com.

How to Stop the  
  

   Dieting

By Wendy Ida (ee’da) ,  Trainer Coach Author
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IVWOMEN’S BOXING CHAMP TAKES 

ON NUMBER ONE KILLER

W
Fighting to 

KO Heart Disease

Decisive Fitness 
Expert Wendy 
Ida offers the 
following tips for 

a healthy heart:

WRITTEN BY WENDY IDA

While most women think the leading cause of death 
in women is breast cancer, the truth is heart disease 

is number one in the United States. It’s bigger and by 
far nastier than most women are aware. In fact, more 

women die of heart disease than all types of cancer 
combined––in spite of the fact that heart disease is one 

of the most preventable maladies.

Each year, the figures show that death rates 

due to heart disease in women are growing. 

Why? The reason is simple. More than ever 

before, women are leading incredibly unhealthy 

lifestyles. The American Heart Association is 

working to turn this around with the help of 

Laila Ali, former women’s 

boxing champion and 

daughter of boxing legend 

Muhammad Ali.

Says Ms. Ali; “I 

participate in programs 

that encourage people to 

live healthier lives because 

it’s the right thing to 

do. Programs like Start! 

are needed because our 

country is facing so many 

health problems like heart 

disease. I feel celebrities 

should use their visibility 

to promote programs that 

are created to help make 

our world a better place.”

Ms. Ali says one of the 

easiest ways to combat 

heart disease is simply to 

walk. “People just need to be active regularly. 

Whether you walk, swim, or play sports, the 

main thing is to just get up and get moving.” 

The American Heart Association’s Start Walk-

ing Now Web site (startwalkingnow.org) offers a 

wealth of prevention information, as well as an 

organized program to 

raise money and aware-

ness of this growing con-

cern. Heart disease is this 

country’s number one 

killer. But by exercising 

for as little as 30 minutes 

each day you can reduce 

your risk. That’s what 

the Start! Movement is 

all about: Walk more. 

Eat better. Live a longer, 

healthier life.

If you have a family 

history of heart disease it 

is urgent you do some-

thing about it now so you 

don’t follow in the same 

footsteps.  Don’t be fooled 

into thinking it can’t 

happen to you dD

1. Get off the couch and away 

from the TV, exercise or partici-

pate in an activity that will chal-

lenge your heart for at least 30 

minutes daily.  That means make 

sure during your activity you are 

pushing your limits.  You should 

barely be able to talk if you’re on 

a treadmill.  

2. Seek out more nutritious 

meals, swap out old eating 

habits for the new. Never eat the 

skin on poultry or fatty meats.  

Limit your salt, trade in saturated 

fats for olive oil, and eat an apple 

instead of nachos.

3. Give up smoking; it dramati-

cally increases your risk of heart 

disease.

4. Reduce alcohol consumption 

and add years to your life, need I 

say more?

5. Check with your doctor. By all 

means know your stats or where 

you stand on the medical charts.   

Get your annual physicals and 

demand a written report to 

further understand your body.  I 

always recommend to my clients 

that everyone not only have a 

medical doctor (the band-aid 

  approach to health) but, a  

holistic doctor too (they use            

the proactive approach to    

helping your body heal itself).

Ida says, “You have the 

power, you can take co-

ntrol, but you have to 

want it!”















Age Doesn't Matter - Advice and Inspiration For Older 

(and Wiser) Fitness Newcomers

Ads by Google
www.Fitness-Singles.com

"Age doesn't matter, unless you're a cheese". So says the title of a book 

I found quite by accident. This was perfect timing as I was about to introduce you all to 

the phenomenal story of Wendy Ida. We'll come to her in a moment...

The clients I work with encompass every age range you can imagine, from the young 

superstars of the future to those who want to make the most of their retirement years. 

What are the differences between them? I'll tell you- nothing. Yes, you read correctly, 

there is no difference in training a pee-wee football star and a veteran of life. The reason 

is if you're working with a good and knowledgeable trainer they will be training you 

based on science. Science doesn't change. A muscle fiber is still a muscle fiber, 

regardless of what body it's in. The processes of hypertrophy and fat loss are the same 

whether you're 9 or 90. "But Jake..." I hear you say, "surely there is some difference? Can 

I really train the same way as my kids?" Absolutely. If you're following your bikini 

workout plan whilst training with great form and eating right then you WILL accomplish 

what you desire. No doubt about it.

What I will say to the older and wiser members is this. The young guns out there are able 

to cut more corners and take more risks and get away with it. Here's what I mean. They 

definitely should still warm up before working out, but many don't. Despite this, they 

seem to avoid injury. Not fair I know! They have greater circulation and more elasticity 

in their tendons that keeps them in one piece. If you're older then you still should warm 

up, the difference being you WILL actually warm up! Five minutes on an exercise bike or 

even a brisk walk to the gym will get the heart pumping and fresh, warm, oxygenated 

blood flowing all round your body. A few light warm up sets will "wake up" the muscles 

you're about to be using and prepare them for the fun and games to come!

Rest is always important for people of all ages, but it's extra important as your years 

progress. The real transformation work takes place whilst you rest and your body repairs 

all your muscles and adapts to your new lifestyle. A college student may get away with 4 

hours of sleep on the floor but you know better than that! Starting a new fitness regime is 

a perfect excuse to buy some new bedding so you can start recovering from your bikini 

workout like fitness pro!

Now, back to Wendy Ida. If you ever wanted proof that age is no barrier, here she is. 

Wendy just won three top trophies at the 2009 NPC San Diego Bodybuilding, Figure and 

Bikini Championship... and she looks amazing. Now let me tell you she's 56. Yes, you 



read right, fifty-six. Wendy is certainly someone who knows about having an awesome 

bikini workout. So good in fact that her bikini body wins shows!

A famous coach once said "masters athletes needs don't differ in kind they just differ by 

amounts". What he meant by this is they still trained using exactly the same science and 

techniques, however they just made slight alterations to suit their individual needs. Keep 

that (and Wendy) in mind as you go after your best body ever!

You are unstoppable.

LA Style Citation: 

Phillips, Jake R. "Age Doesn't Matter - Advice and Inspiration For Older (and Wiser) 

Fitness Newcomers." Age Doesn't Matter - Advice and Inspiration For Older (and

Wiser) Fitness Newcomers. 19 Sep. 2009 EzineArticles.com. 5 Nov. 2009 

<http://ezinearticles.com/?Age-Doesnt-Matter---Advice-and-Inspiration-For-Older--

(and-Wiser)-Fitness-Newcomers&id=2950216>.
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Breaking Tradition

by Terry Goodlad

It’s 3:30am and Wendy Ida is rising to greet the day, even 

though the day and most of the people in it are still sleeping 

soundly and will be for at least a couple more hours.  She 

has a busy day ahead, personal training clients at 5:00am 

until noon then her own workout as she sharpens her 

physique for the next figure contest.

When the workout is done she is back home and working on 

her book, it’s bravely called Wendy Ida’s No Nonsense 

Approach to Health, Fitness, and Looking Good Naked.  

She just signed with one of the biggest agents in the 

business and she is working on a very tight publishing 

deadline so she has to be disciplined.

Her evenings are filled, like most fitness and figure 

competitors, with cooking and preparing for the next day.  

Then it’s a few precious moments with her husband relaxing 

and winding down before she hits the sack around 10:00pm.  

Wendy Ida’s story is not at all uncommon in the fitness 

industry.  She used to be heavy and wore a size 12 until she 

started working out and caught the fitness bug.  At first she 

was afraid of getting too muscular until a trainers friend 

explained to her that it wasn’t going to happen for a long 

time if ever.  Now, in her off-season she wears a size 4, and 

a size 2 when she is in contest shape. A contest shape by the 

way that is good enough to put her solidly in first place and 

overall her very figure contest this spring in San Diego. 

The biggest difference between Wendy Ida and hundreds of 

other figure competitors is that Wendy Ida has two kids and 

one grandchild which is not really unusual, but she also just 

celebrated her 57th birthday this year.

Ida spent the first 42 years of her life out of shape and sitting 

behind a desk then changed her life forever and has never 

looked back, “I worked in Corporate accounting for 20 years 

and at the end of my career I got into training.  It made me 

come alive for the very first time in my life.”



Ida loved the fitness lifestyle so much she made it her career 

and recently got the bug to compete, “I have been a personal 

trainer now for 14 years.  I’m certified through ACE and 

NCET as a nationally certified Master Trainer.  One of my 

co-workers had been competing and I went to a show and 

was impressed.  He encouraged me and I finally decided I 

wanted to do this.”

Ida set her sights on an NPC show in San Diego in spring of 

2009, “I wanted to push my mind and body to another level.  

I wanted to show off the results of my hard work and see 

where I fit in at my age.  When I have a goal I am intense 

and focused.”

The hard work and determination paid off with an overall 

win in masters over 45 and 35 and a second place finish in 

the open division, which qualified her to compete at the 

National level.  While most women her age would be in the 

gym to stave off heart disease, try to turn back the clock on 

years of self abuse, or simply to get doted on by some beefy 

young trainer,  Ida is in the gym getting ready to compete 

with the best amateur figure athletes in the country.

Ida will be competing in the NPC USA’s in Las Vegas in a 

couple weeks and is fully confident she will not only look 

good enough to be there for her age, but more than good 

enough for any woman any age.  She’s already achieved 

that, it will be interesting to see what she puts on stage at the 

USA’s, and it’s a sure bet that when that book’s done, it’s 

going to be a best seller.

www.wendyida.com
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56 YearOld Fitness Pro, Wendy Ida, Wins First Place in 2009 NPC San Diego
Bodybuilding, Figure and Bikini Championship

Professional trainer Wendy Ida, www.wendyida.com, was the winner of three top trophies in the
2009 NPC San Diego Bodybuilding, Figure and Bikini Championship on March 21, 2009.

San Diego, CA (PRWEB) March 31, 2009 -- Professional trainer Wendy Ida, www.wendyida.com, was the
winner of three top trophies in the 2009 NPC San Diego Bodybuilding, Figure and Bikini Championship on
March 21, 2009. Ida won a First Place Gold Medal in the Women 45-plus category, Second Place in the
Women, 35-plus category, and Second Place in the Women, Unlimited category.

Known as the "Fitness Warrior,"Wendy Ida is the owner of Wendy Ida Fitness in Los Angeles, CA. Ida is a
Nationally Certified Master Trainer and a nutrition specialist who specializes in helping women over age 40 to
achieve fitness results. She had never competed in a bodybuilding event before the NPC San Diego
Championship.

Ida, who is 56, did not begin her own fitness training until after age 40. When her passion for fitness
transformed her body, career and life, she thought it only natural to take her skills to the next level and help
other women to achieve their own health and fitness goals.

"Working out is my cup of coffee in the morning," says Wendy Ida. "I love how it makes my body smile. But
my greatest reward is seeing how I inspire others to step up their game. It's a wonderful thing to see how the
power of fitness can set you free."

Ida is the author of the upcoming book, "Take Back Your Life: Wendy Ida's 'No Nonsense' Approach to Health,
Fitness and Looking Good Naked!" Her book is endorsed by Cindy Popp, Producer and Director of CBS's
"Bold & the Beautiful;" Actress/Recording Artist, Eloise Laws; Professor Sidney E. Morse, Publisher, "In the
Black" California Magazine; Tina Treadwell, Entertainment Producer & President of Treadwell Entertainment;
Rickey Ivie, Esq., Ivie, McNeill & Wyatt and others.

Wendy Ida is nationally certified by ACE (American Council on Exercise) and NCEP (National College for
Exercise Professionals). For two seasons, Ida was the assistant Strength and Conditioning coach for the LA
Avengers football team.

The National Physique Committee (NPC) is a top organization for amateur bodybuilders in the United States.

To get 10 Free Tips from "Take Back Your Life: Wendy Ida's 'No Nonsense' Approach to Health, Fitness and
Looking Good Naked!" visit http://wendyida.com/text-news.html.
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Sky Dietrich
http://wendyida.com/text-news.html
201-491-2836

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.


